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AD12
Reliable security

PATENTED ELEVATOR

AD12 can be equipped with a patented elevator accompanying the 
product until the product collection area, in order to avoid fall damages 
andd allowing the sale of fragile products

EXTRACTABLE FRIDGE

Thanks to the frontal lower part of the door with “flag” opening, 
it’s possible to easily extract the fridge group

PULL-DOWN DOOR HANDLE

A pull-down door handle, designed by Adimac, it’s unique and 
makes easier the machine opening

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION

The 2 sections of the machine, the trays configuration and trays 
height are indipendent from each other, allowing you to insert a 
big range of products

SERRATURA A
SCOMPARSA

CONFIGURAZIONE
FLESSIBILE

DOUBLE CAPACITY

Two vending machine in a single unit. Using 2 indipendent 
sections with a maximum of 7 trays each, you can insert up to 84 
different products

INSTALLATION

Thanks to a revolutionary refrigerator system, the machine can 
be positionned against the back wall using our system of anterior 
additional ventilation

FOUR-ZONE REFRIGERATION

AD12 innovative refrigeration divided into two indipendent 
sections, allows you to have 4 different temperatures, thanks to 
the ventilation system. Extractable air filters for easier maintenance

SOLIDITY AND STRENGHT

The sensitive points of AD12 are stainless steel made, this makes 
the machine stronger, also for installations in dangerous places. 
Further accessories are available in order to protect the machine 
from acts of vandalism

Dimensions                     mm (H x L x D)             1830 x 1356 x 880

Temperature °C +3°

Weight  Kg     506

Voltage supply/Frequency                Vac-Hz 230-50
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EXTRACTABLE FRIDGE

PULL-DOWN DOOR HANDLE

FLEXIBLE 
CONFIGURATION

1 can tray (12 selections/72 products)
2 bottles trays (24 selections/144 products)

3 snack trays (30 selections/354 products)
PATENTED
ELEVATOR

Bottle PET 0,5 l Can33clSnack
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The company reserves the right to change the technical details and features without notice.


